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Lighting Innovation
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okistar Lighting Systems were first
introduced to the market in 1975.
A focus on providing energy-efficient
LED systems, and a commitment
to innovation has led to the creation of
products perfectly suited for a variety
of applications.

Tokistar installations span the globe
in hotels, shopping malls, restaurants,
amusement parks, luxury residences,
casinos and many other locations.
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High-Output luminaire for
Interior and Exterior Wall
Grazing

Compact LED luminaires available
in Basic System, Wall Grazer,
Kelvin-Tuning and RGB

Indirect LED lighting for
accenting exterior surfaces
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Exterior indirect lighting
in a compact package

RGB lighting system for
use in all environments

Low-profile fixtures for
use in confined spaces

Gradient GRX

T

okistar's GRX Series is a highly efficient
LED luminaire for use in wall grazing of
interior and exterior lighting applications. The
system incorporates high-output LEDs sealed
within an extruded aluminum housing.

Fixture lengths are 12", 24" & 48" with an optics
package of 3 watt/15 degree/3000K LEDs.
LED spacing is 3" o.c. with end spacings of 1.5"
to ensure a continuous effect when fixtures are
positioned end-to-end. Water proof connectors
link fixtures and bring 24 VDC power to the
system for plug-and-go simplicity.
Our unique dimming gear can control entire
zones from a single dimmer pack operated from
industry-standard PWM, DMX or 0/1-10VDC
protocols.

Project: Tekko Building
Design: Mitsubishi Jisho Sekkei Inc
Lighting Design: sola associate

GRX Series boldly illuminates the top of this building.

Each fixture is fitted with
adjustable brackets with
a "dial to" setting on
the ends to precisely
focus light.
Design: Hazama Ando Corporation
Lighting Design: Waki

Fixtures positioned at the sides of this wall treatment
evenly illuminate features and add depth to the textures.
GRX-3000-15D-600
24" = 24 watts

GRX-3000-15D-1200
48" = 48 watts
1.50"

Hole for GRX-SFT Safety Strap

3.50"
Female Connector

1.18"

3.50"
12"

12"

1.30"

1.66"

3.00"

.80"

GRX-3000-15D-300
12" = 12 watts

Male Connector

2"

2"

Every job is different
and one size does not fit
all in many applications.
Various lengths of GRX
can be combined to
tailor the fixtures to the
unique requirements of
each project.

Wet-Location Listed
IP66 Rated
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TokiLux
TokiLux™ Wall Grazer

T

okiLux WG is fitted with an optics
package making the system ideal for
use as an wall-grazing luminaire, and optional
channels to enhance performance. A linear
glare guard prevents LEDs from being seen
from below. Parallel louvers prevent glare
from side-viewing perspectives. Color
temperatures of 2400K, 2700K and 3000K
are available for interior use.
Interior Design: NAO Taniyama & Associate

Lighting Design: Illumination City Environment (ICE)

TokiLux WG with 2700K LEDs warmly accents this setting.
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30°

60°

60°

90°
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Glare Guard
120°

Parallel Louvers
HAPPO-EN Wedding Salon

Photo: Nacasa & Partners

150°180° 150° 120°

Our 18˚ x 48˚spread lens
delivers an evenly distributed
wash of light to surfaces over
greater distances.

Interior Design: Hashimoto Yukio Design Studio / Lighting Design: ICE

1.68"
(42.7 mm)

1.50"
(38.1 mm)

0.67"
(17 mm)

0.73"
(18.5 mm)

TLXWG SERIES

(Shown with Mounting Clamp)

TokiLux WG Channel
is extruded aluminum with
black powder-coat finish
TokiLux WG Louvers
are aluminum with black
powder-coat finish
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1.56"
(39.6 mm)

TLXWG-CH SERIES

(Shown with Fixed Bracket)

1.00"
(25.4 mm)

TLXWG-CHV SERIES

(Shown with Adjustable Bracket)

Light Sources are 0.80 watt LEDs
(5 per Light Bar)
Light Bars are rigid polycarbonate
8" (200 mm) long
TokiLux Track is rigid polycarbonate
up to 94.625" (2.4 M) long

TokiLux
System Overview

8" Light Bars

24 VDC from
LED Driver
Feed Connector

T

okiLux is a compact high-performance LED luminaire for use as
an indirect light source within tight architectural details and a
variety of casework and shelf conditions. The remarkable life ratings
of our LEDs and replaceable Light Bars ensure the system will provide
years of continuous service. The system operates at 24 VDC from
Class 2 LED Drivers and dims perfectly from our dimmer packs
compatible with DMX or 0/1-10 VDC dimming equipment. Connectors,
end caps and mounting clamps are provided to complete an installation.

Mounting
Clamp

Flexible
Connector

TokiLux
Basic/KT/RGB
0.33"
(8.4 mm)
0.64"
(16.3 mm)

End cap

TokiLux™ Basic System

T

okiLux Basic is the perfect fit
for most projects requiring
a compact profile and broad light
distribution. Color temperatures
of 2000K, 2400K, 2700K, 3000K
and 4500K are available to
complement any interior.
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120 Degree Light Distribution

Design: Klein Dytham Architecture

Lighting Design: FDS

TokiLux™ KT Kelvin Tuning

T

okiLux KT has the ability to
tune in a color temperature
between 2200K to 4500K. You
can then dim the selection to the
desired brightness level.
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60°

60°

90°

90°
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TokiLux™ RGB
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T

okistar’s TokiLux RGB color changing system creates vibrant
and perfectly blended color. The compact profile is ideal for
use in confined spaces or as edge lighting. Our control systems are
easy to program and readily changed or animated to complement
any theme or environment.
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E

Exhibitor Series

xhibitor Series is a wet-location
festoon lighting system used in
amusement parks, shopping centers,
street decorations and promenades.
Exhibitor fixtures may also be incorporated
into signs or surface mounted to accent
rooflines and other architectural features.
A wide selection of LEDs allow you to
create a system to complement any
theme, setting or ambient light level.

Light sources include our new Virtual
IncandescentTM and Ultra Bright LEDs.
We also offer 0.48 watt LEDs in a
variety of colors.

Design: JK Design Group

Exhibitor fills this open-air space with a spectacular canopy of light.

Dollywood Theme Park, Photo Courtesy of Bandit Lites

Design: TRANSAM

Exhibitor adds a canopy of lights and interest to this
open ceiling.

A stunning array of Virtual Incandescent LEDs accent
this casino interior.

Ultra Bright LED
1.8 watts /24 VAC
These LEDs have the same apparent
brightness as 7.5 watt xenon lamps,
with over four times the life rating.

Virtual IncandescentTM LED
1.8 watts /24 VAC
Virtual Incandescent LEDs do a
remarkable job of emulating
traditional incandescent lamps.

Globe Selection
G-19

S-14

G-14

Polycarbonate globe
Light sources include
LEDs and xenon lamps
Cable insulation is
flexible PVC

4.0"
(100 mm)

Sockets permanently fastened
and sealed to cable
Conductors are stranded
and plated wire
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3.5"
(90 mm)

4.12"
(105 mm)

2.36"ø
(60 mm)

1.75"
(45 mm)

1.77"ø
(45 mm)

Reveler

T

okistar RevelerTM features
many of the most popular
and unique virtues of other
Tokistar Lighting Systems. With
a Wet-Location/IP66 rating, it
is perfectly suited for lighting
building facades. Reveler operates
from industry-standard 12 VAC
transformers and is easily dimmed.

Lighting Design: Lighting Design Alliance/California
Photo: Derryck Menere

Basic System

The optics package includes a 120º lens for broad distribution.
120˚ Lens

Reveler Color Options

.71"
(18 mm)

2700K

3000K

5500K

Blue

1.38"
(35 mm)

Our linear spread lens is perfect for grazing light greater distances.
25˚ x 80˚ Spread Lens
.90"
(23 mm)

1.38"
(35 mm)

Optional Channels

Reveler silver-anodized channels
ensure the linear integrity of an
installation. An integral louver is
available as a "glare guard" to keep
LEDs from line of sight. Maximum
channel length is eight feet.

Adjustable brackets pivot 25˚

1.41"
(35.8 mm)

2.56"
(65 mm)

2.15"
(54.6 mm)

1.98"
(50.3 mm)

1.60"
(40.6 mm)

2.56"
(65 mm)

2.95"
(75 mm)

2.95"
(75 mm)

RVC Series

RVCL Series

RVC Series

RVCL Series

Fixed Bracket

Fixed Bracket

Adjustable Bracket

Adjustable Bracket
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Advantage Systems

A

dvantage Systems from Tokistar® provide
our clients with the most attractive,
efficient and durable form of decorative
indirect lighting. Flexible conductors conform
precisely to curves, twists and turns.
Advantage can be specified in many different
configurations. Our energy-efficient LEDs
are the most popular choice. The Basic
Advantage System now includes our
patented "smart" KC (Kelvin-Changing)
LED as well as our signature warm white
modules of 2000K, 2400K and 3000K.

Designed by: Berlina/Taisuke Higuchi & Naiki Design Inc.

The XF Series is the most recent addition
to the Advantage line. This system features
2400K and 3000K LEDs in a low-profile
fixture with a highly flexible conductor.

Seamless light follows the contour of this banquet room.

Basic System

.94"
(24 mm)

.94"
(24 mm)

AVXF Series
Designed by Environment Design Institute &
Lighting Planners Associates

Photo: Toshio Kaneko

A striking display of Advantage highlights this
concert hall.

.375"
(10 mm)
1.02"
(26 mm)

KC (Kelvin-Changing) LEDs
Our unique KC LEDs
change color temperature
as they are dimmed. They
begin at 2700K and go all
the way to a candlelight
color of 2000K.

2700K Level
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2000K Level

Micro Series

T

okistar's Micro Series features three uniquely
designed systems to shed light on objects and
define Micro in a whole new way. All three systems
are available in 2700K, 3000K, 4000K and 5000K.
The optics package includes 16˚, 24˚ and 30˚
interchangeable lenses.
Micro Series fixtures are ETL Listed and CE marked.
All systems operate from universal-input Class 2
power supplies and are dimmed with a PWM signal
to ensure fluid and flicker-free operation at all
light levels.

SUNLUXE Collection Macau
Photo: IMAGE28

Micro Spotlight brilliantly highlights items in these showcases.
Top View:
Fixture
Rotates 360˚

Micro Spotlight

TM

The quality of light and superior craftsmanship of
Micro Spotlight make them ideal for highlighting fine
jewelry and valuable artifacts in vitrines. Available
in a silver or black finish, these slender fixtures
discreetly blend into any setting.

25 mm

Fixture Heads
tilt 135˚
135˚ 12.5 mm Ø

Standard and
custom stem
lengths available
16mm Ø hole for
threaded socket
with nut

Micro Tracklight

TM

Micro Tracklight is a unique miniaturized
tracklight system. LED modules with pivoting
eyeballs can be positioned at any location on
the track. Modules
are available in a black
or silver finish and
include a snoot to
reduce glare.

35˚

35˚

1.38"
(35 mm)

0.83"
(21 mm)

LED Modules with different Lens Styles can be used to
light objects at various distances.

Micro Downlight

TM

Micro Downlights deliver powerful
light from a very compact profile.
They measure
1" tall and are
installed in a
1-3/8" Ø hole.
Downlights are
available in a black, white or silver
finish and include a snoot to
reduce glare.

1.82"
(46 mm)
.44"
(11 mm)

Voltage Converter
with 5 ft. lead

1.375" Ø (35 mm)
Cutout for fixture
1.00"
(25.4 mm)
1.58" Ø
(40 mm)

Micro Downlights focus light on the countertop and
bottle display in this cocktail lounge.
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Lightstrings

T

okistar Lightstrings are a system of sockets wired
in parallel and permanently attached to flexible,
commercial-grade cable. Light sources include energyefficient TokiLeds, LEDs with full-range viewing. Our
"smart" Kinetic TokiLeds add unique animated effects.
All-weather construction ensures the integrity of
installations will be maintained in all environments.
For protection in wet locations, LEDs are provided
with Tokistar's protective silicone caps.
FL Series with

Lightstrings attached to tree branches and limbs
provide dramatic points of light.

SH-02 fastener

.75"
(19 mm)

.53"
(14 mm)

Our unique fastening systems make it easy
to send a very clear message in signs.

Lightstrings are wrapped around the trunks of
these palm trees.

Kinetic LEDs
Strobing

Flashing

Fading

Kinetic TokiLeds include a microchip to create self-actuated
strobing, flashing or cross-fading effects.
Polycarbonate sockets
are soldered and
bonded to cables

Replaceable light sources
include static or
Kinetic TokiLeds
Silicone Caps for
all-environment
protection

Sockets are permanently
sealed to cable with hot
melt insulation
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Cable insulation is
flexible PVC

Parallel wiring allows
Lightstring to be cut
to size on site

Tapelight Systems

F

or over 40 years Tapelight systems by
Tokistar® have provided accent lighting
effects in a variety of venues.
Low-profile and highly-flexible cables make
Tapelight an extremely versatile product,
enabling it to fit in small niches and conform
to any shape.
Light sources include LEDs in a variety of
Kelvin temperatures, output levels and
vibrant colors.
Lighting Design: muse-D

Outdoor Tapelight with Ultra-Bright LEDs accents this outdoor
shopping center.

LS Series creates a stunning seamless glow beneath
a cantilevered edge.

LS Series provides a sparkling accent to the entrance of
this amusement park.
TLP Series

TLP Series

with P4 LED

with TokiLed

.79"
(20 mm)

.79"
(20 mm)

.67"
(17 mm)

.48"
(12 mm)

.48"
(12 mm)

Polycarbonate Sockets
are soldered and
bonded to cables

Several LED choices
for greatest efficiency
Silicone Caps provide
all-environment protection

LS Series

with TokiLed-UB

Light Sources are
easily replaced

Parallel Wiring allows Tapelight
to be cut to size on site

.53"
(13 mm)

Flexible Conductor easily
conforms to any shape
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TokiLum

T

okiLumTM is used to provide a
continuous wash of light on building
facades, step-risers and many other
architectural features. Options include 2" or
4" spacing with 3000K, 6500K and blue LEDs.
TokiLum LED modules are tightly sealed
within an all-environment package and
permanently fixed to a flexible cable. The
system generates very little heat and is
suitable for use in exterior applications.

Indirect TokiLum 6500K highlights the entrance to this building.

Lighting Design: Nakajima Tatsuoki
Lighting Design Laboratory

Photo:Toshio Kaneko

TokiLum dramatically highlights the walkway in this
colorful setting.

TokiLum's compact profile fits neatly into
this handrail.
LEDs are available in
3000K, 6500K and Blue

LED Modules are permanently
sealed to cable

Tokilum LEDs are
0.48 Watt / 6 VDC

Flexible
Conductors

TokiLum Series
.32"
(8.2 mm)
.71"
(18 mm)

TokiLum brightly Illuminates this balustrade.
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Trillium

T

rilliumTM uses Tri-Color LEDs to produce
vibrant color. The system creates perfectly
blended color whether the LED is viewed directly,
casting light on a reflective surface or used to
backlight translucent material.
LED modules are tightly sealed in an all-environment
package and approved for use in wet-locations. Our
control systems are easy to program and operate,
adding to the system’s overall economy and appeal.

Lighting Design: CD+M Lighting Design Group

Trillium adds colorful accents to this registration desk.
Trillium Channel

Trillium Series
.50"
(13 mm)

.32"
(8.2 mm)
.71"
(18 mm)

1.00"
(26 mm)

Vibrant RGB color animates this casino wall.
Trillium LEDs are
0.32 Watt / 8 VDC

Trillium's dynamic color capability is on full display
on this building exterior.
Tri-Colored LEDs
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Extrusions

T

okistar Linear Extrusions come
in many different shapes, sizes
and finishes to satisfy a variety of
applications.
Fixtures may be ordered as single
circuit for static operation or with
multiple circuits to create animated
chasing effects.

EXC Series
2.36"
(60 mm)

EXC Series incorporates
our Exhibitor Series into a
2" x 2" aluminum profile for
use in all environments.

4.88
(124 mm)

2.00"
(51 mm)

2.00"
(51 mm)

TDR Series

TDR Series is for interior
applications. The reflective
finish and faceted profile
creates multiple sparkling
images.

.94"
(24 mm)

.88"
(22 mm)

TXRW Series

TXRW Series is for interior
applications. The semi-rigid
PVC profile ensures linear
integrity and is easily mounted
to any surface.

1.08"
(28 mm)

.78"
(20 mm)

TXRA Series

.98"
(25 mm)

1.00"
(26 mm)
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TXRA Series is for exterior
applications. Standard finish
is satin aluminum and custom
finishes are available upon
request.

Cable Lighting

T

okistar Cable Lighting Systems are
compact luminaires easily incorporated
into confined spaces for soft and uniform
illumination. They are also popular for
highlighting architectural details with points
of light.
Cable Lighting offers an assortment of
energy-efficient LEDs in 2000K, 2500K,
3000K, 5000K and four other vibrant colors.
LEDs are easily replaced and fixtures can be
trimmed to a precise length on site.

Design: Tokyu Architects & Engineers
Interior design: Hashimoto Yukio Design Studio

Lighting Design: Iris Associates
Photo: Toshio Kaneko

Cable Lighting with 2500K LEDs warmly accents
the front of this reception desk.

MC Series
.50"
(13 mm)
.50"
(13 mm)

RC Series

CTO Series
.50"
(13 mm)

.38"
(10 mm)
.53"
(13 mm)

.75"
(19 mm)

Recessed MC Series provides a perfectly linear lighting
display on the face of these display cases.

CRL Series
CTL Series

.60"
(15 mm)

.50"
(13 mm)
.75"
(19 mm)

1.00"
(26 mm)

Replaceable
light sources
LED or incandescent
light sources

Parallel Wiring allows
Cable Lighting to be
cut to size on site
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Hotels
Showcase

Theatres
Selection Guide

Millwork

Signs and
Displays

Point of Purchase
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